STANDING COMMITTEES

F–3

Finance and Asset Management Committee
Long-Term Capital Strategy
INFORMATION
This item is being presented for information and discussion.
BACKGROUND
Each year, the Board reviews and approves the University’s annual operating
budget and its five- or six-year capital plan. These documents direct the efforts of
a broad team within the University to deliver individual initiatives and projects.
They are customarily presented for information one month and for action in the
next month, compressing review of the high-level strategy that should be driving
the capital planning exercise. In past years, the Board has considered the
University’s debt capacity, deferred maintenance, and financial forecasts. This
year, the annual capital plan and operating budget will be informed by explicit
consideration of the University’s capital strategy over the next fifteen years,
within parameters of mission and resources.
At the Board’s request, the administration comprehensively examined capital
spending and recommends a series of strategies that will guide more discrete
planning at the five- or six-year capital budgeting level. These strategies represent
a significant change of direction in capital planning. Primary strategies are:
•

to allocate approximately 50 percent of capital spending to the renewal or
replacement of existing buildings by focusing nearly all state funding and
more donor funding on these projects;

•

to increase UW Medicine’s access to debt financing;

•

to reduce overall square-footage growth rate to 0.5 percent annually; and

•

to leverage partnerships in pursuit of strategic objectives.

These recommendations result from the collaboration of UW Facilities, UW
Medicine, Treasury, the Office of Planning & Budgeting, Advancement and
senior leaders across the institution. They look forward to robust discussion.
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Long-Term Strategy: Why is it important?

• Preserving and enhancing UW’s physical infrastructure
– one of the most beautiful campuses in the world

• Building on UW’s reputation as a dynamic institution delivering impact
– one of most innovative universities in the world

• Maintaining a financially strong and sustainable Clinical Enterprise
– one of the top rated academic medical systems in the world
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Long-Term Strategy: Context for Approvals
Tomorrow’s UW is Being Planned & Built Today
•

Five-year Capital Budget identifies individual capital investments
– reviewed in May, approved in June

•

UW’s Operating Budget identifies annual operating investments
– reviewed in May, approved in June

•

UW Medicine Long-Range Financial Plan identifies capital investment strategy
– reviewed in May

5-year Capital
Budget

15-year
Long-Term
Capital Plan

UW Operating
Budget

Individual
Project
Approvals

UWM Long-Range
Financial Plan
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Capital Planning: Our Journey
For the last decade, UW has
been steadily moving towards a
long-term strategic approach to
capital planning

2020

2019
2018
2016
2013
One Capital
Plan “list”
developed

Transaction Focused

Projects
ranked and
stress-tested

Projects scored
and full life
cycle costs
considered

UW Medicine
included in
capital
planning
process. Fund
sources and
demands are
grouped and
projected over
15 years

Long Term
Capital
Planning
framework
and financial
“gates” for
five-year
capital
budget

Strategy Focused
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The Challenge: Demand > Sources
Base case assumptions indicate demands exceed sources by $137M per year
Source Buckets - $7.3B

Demand Buckets - $9.4B
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The Gap: $2.0
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>

FY20 - FY34

$0.0
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Growth – investments that add new square footage driven by growth in student enrollment
and/or research

>

Renewal – renovations or replacement of the existing physical infrastructure

>

Strategic – investments that have the potential to take the University in new directions
through efficiencies, technologies, partnerships, etc.

>

Clinical – investments that support the mission and objectives of the Clinical Enterprise
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Proposed Long-Term Capital Strategy
($490M/yr = $7.3B over 15 years)
1. Focus on Renewal / Replacement and Clinical Investments
– Make capital investments in existing facilities equal to the deterioration
rate. This stabilizes deferred maintenance backlog, reduces risk, and
preserves historic buildings.

• ~$240M / yr funded by state, debt, donors & equity (50% of total capex)
– Increase access to debt financing for the clinical enterprise to address
strategic, growth, and renewal needs of the clinical operation.
• ~$125M / yr funded by clinical equity & debt (25% of total capex)

2. Limit UW’s square footage growth
– Reduce Seattle campus Education & General SF growth rate to 0.5% per
year by carefully utilizing existing space and establishing clear priorities for
new space.
• ~$75M / yr funded primarily by donors (limited state or debt)

– Plan to spend well below estimated demand - $180M / yr - but leverage
partnerships to pursue strategic goals and opportunities.
• ~$50M / yr funded by debt, donors, & equity
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Long-Term Capital Outlay: Fund Sources
Long term strategy assumes modest increase in debt, significant reduction
in academic equity, stable state funding, continuing success in fundraising

•

Historic Capital
Allocation

Planned Capital
Allocation

15-Year Long-Term Capital
Plan Targets

Total: $3.3 billion
Average: $470 million

Total: $3 billion
Average: $493 million

Total: $4.7 billion
Average: $525 million
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Long-Term Capital Outlay: Demands
Long term strategy assumes increases in clinical investments and renewal with
a corresponding reduction in capital spending on growth projects

•

Planned
Demand Funding

Historic
Demand Spend

700

Total: $3.3 billion
Average: $470 million

Total: $3 billion
Average: $493 million

15-Year Long-Term Capital
Plan Demand Targets
Total: $4.7 billion
Average: $525 million
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Inflection Point: Deferred Maintenance
Strategies
$5.4B projected backlog if capital
spending pattern continues
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Clinical Investments: Trends and Projections
•

From 2010 through 2016, UWMC invested in capital primarily using equity at capital
spending ratios closer to peers

•

Upon completion of the Montlake Tower in 2016, capital spending has been compressed
and funded largely from equity

•

Clinical investments have had a lower reliance and availability of debt funding as compared
to peers

Capital Spending Ratio
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Square Footage Growth
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Excludes: UW Medicine, Parking and Field Sites

Risks of Proposed Demand Strategy
•

Renewal
•

•

Clinical
•
•

•

Does lower investment in growth-type projects impact UW’s competitive advantage?
Can UW respond to changing academic priorities within existing square footage?

Strategic
•

•

Can Medicine show financially viability on a system-wide basis for recommended debt
funding?
Will the long-range capital spending strategy be enough to allow the clinical
enterprise to be successful in the – given the relation to peers?

Growth
•
•

•

Will this approach combined with other strategies actually reduce backlog?

Are lower investments in opportunistic investments (decarbonization, faculty housing,
consolidation, strategic land purchases, etc.) consistent with institutional vision?

With slightly larger planned borrowing, is the University willing to risk a credit
downgrade and increased borrowing costs?
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Risks of Proposed Source Strategy
•

Donor funding
•
•

•

State funding
•

•

90% of State funds will need to be directed towards renewal projects

Debt funding
•

•

Can Advancement make donor support for renewal/replacement projects appealing?
$100 million plus per year needs to be raised for capex and over half of those funds
need to be committed towards renewal projects

25% of debt needs to be allocated towards renewal projects which will require a
commitment (from Central or elsewhere) of future cash flows to pay debt service

Unit equity
•

85% of unit equity will need to be committed towards renewal projects
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Discussion
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